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CLINIC SE VES STU EN S, COMMUNITY
The half-dozen offices amidst a number of
overflowing boxes of old national reporters
on the third floor of Lembke Hall hardly
suggest the presence of one of the major
fegal aid services in Porter and the
surrounding counties. But much about
VallJaraiso University's legal clinic program
is deceptive at first glance. The program,
now entering its tenth year of operation, has
expanded not only out of the Porter County
court system into neighboring Stark, Jasper,
Lake and Newton counties, but has also
entered the federal system, arguing cases in
botn the Hammond and South Bend District·
Courts as well as the Seventh Circuit Court
of Appeals in Chicago.
Begun in 1969 by Professor Richard
Stevenson. the clinic has become a fixture in
the ie.gal community in northwest Indiana,
serving the dual purpose of providing the
poor with legal services and the student with
legal experience. Since its establishment,
the clinic has been the only source of free
legal aid to the poor in Porter County. Other
lthan the Public Defender's Office, which
handles only criminal felony cases, the law

~

school clinic is the onl:9 organization offering
free legal aid to indigents in cases ranging
from criminal misdemeanor to dissolution of
marriage. In counties having no public
defender, the clinic offers the only free legal
service and is thus allowed to handle both
criminal and civil litigation.
Client eligibility for the service is based
upon the client's income as opposed to the
number of persons in his or her family. For
example, a person with four dependents
must earn less than $7,300 annually and
have no more than approximately $7,000
in assets before he or she would be eligible
for the service. Although this amount is
obviously very low, there are still more
qualified applicants than the service can
handle. Thus, the cause that the client
wishes to bring may also be considered in
determining what cases will be accepted.
Student eligibility to participate in the
program is mucli.less restricted. Beyond the
required completion of at least sixty credit
hours, which is normally met by all third
year students, the applicant must have also
completed the Evidence course and an

~n ~rse

sometime
during the second year. After this, the
application will be reviewed and in all
probability accepted. The student will then
be certified by the Supreme Court of Indiana
and granted a limited license to practice in
Indiana courts. The only genuine restriction
on that license to practice is that the student
must be accompanied at all times in court by
a supervisor. All ftling of papers, pre-trial
and post-trial motions, however, are handled
completely by the student, with the supervisor only reviewing the material before it is
ftled. After being certified to practice within
the state, the federal jurisdiction automatically allows the student to argue in its
courts, subject, of course, to the same
restrictions. Thus, students have represented clients in the U.S. District Courts and the
Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals, and have
even petitioned the U.S. Supreme Court to
hear further appeals.
The clinic program, therefore, offers
students an invaluable opportunity to gain
first- hand experience in the practice of law.
Yet, only about half of the second y :a

students take the Introduction to Clinic
course, and only about half of those actualy
join the clinic staff. Thus, the clinic does not
have nearly enough students to handle all of
the cases that are refered to it. As Professor
Hugo Martz, director of the clinic program,
explains, the limited size of the clinic's staff
precludes the clinic from adequately fulfilling the legal needs of the community. With
the client pool growing larger each year, the
problem will likely get worse unless more
students participate. The ~tudent who
decides to participate can expect to work a
minimum of ten hours each week at the clinic
for each three hours of credit he wishes to
earn. This time includes the time necessary
to prepare a case as well as the time
necessary to present it. The beginning
student will probably be given a dissolution
of marriage case which Professor Martz
considers a good introductory case. Since
there would be no intricate property settlement, the proceeding would be more
formalistic than legalistic and would thus
continued on page 3
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Stevens Trace~ ·'Valpo Experience'
6n October Jrd, 4th, and 5th, Kobert B.
Stevens, President of Haverford College and
the foremost scholar on American legal
education, delivered a series of three
lectures entitled ''The Valparaiso Experience in the Context of American Legal
Education" in honor of the School of Law's
Centennial. President Stevens was born in
England, educated at Oxford and Yale,
practiced law in London and New York,
taught at the Yale Law School and served as
Provost at Tulane before going to Haverford.
He has written widely on the history of legal
institutions both here and in England.
His first lecture traced the evolution-during the period of institutionalization--of
the structure of legal education. He started
with the opening of the law department of
the Northern Indiana Normal School (Valparaiso's early name) in the fall of 1879, a time
when Indiana, by its constitution, appeared
to open the profession to "every voter of
good moral character.'' But, he showed, this
had no expansive or leveling effect on the
Indiana bar or qualitative effect (compared
with other states) on the law that flowed
through its courts. There was a demand for a
legal profession as profession and liberal

rules of admission did not have the apparent
effect intended.
Flashing back, he noted that the 1850's
had seen the refo :.mding of law schools (after
their earlier decline) and a swing to greater
interest in ''the more organized side of bar
life." These and othe changes in the bar
and education 'Yere the result of ''the most
laissez-faire society the world has ever seen
responding to the desires of a growing
middle class."
Law had become a vehicle for upward
mobility in America and provided a new
"safety valve" to partially replac.e that
which closed wtth the western frontier. Law
became a ''boom industry''; the number of
lawyers nearly tripled between 1850 and
1880 and the number of law schools more
than tripled during the same period. Then,
too, economic and ~ocial changes began to
produce the larger tt,w firms.
When our law .:;•hool was launched
Columbia was the rlagship of legal education, flying under the banner: ''principles
_before practice ;~ the true watchword''
(challenging practitioners who insofar as
they had requied any formal training in the
1840's and 1850's had required law office

apprenticeship). Columbia's educational
program was intended to be a modification
of such apprenticeship held (and controlled)
in an academic setting. Such changes were
accepted by the bar, and by 1870 the law
journals began to appear, quickly becoming
strong voices for improvements in institutional legal education and higher standards
for the bar. The leadership of the bar was
also pushing for a meaningful bar exam. By
1860 all states but Indiana and New
Hampshire had a bar exam, though they
were oral and informal. The written exam
came to be generally accepted by the end of
the century, and the "unworthy" had to be
excluded.
The bar
was
becoming
professional--and undemocratic.
Bat associations sprang up. The ABA was
formed in 1878 and set about raising the
standards of the profession.
Stevens said that "such successes as
American legal education had had before the
Civil . War had been achieved through the
propietary law schools. . . . '' These were
generally not part of a four-year liberal arts
c~rriculum but, rather, in competition with
it. Later on law crept into the undergraduate
program as was the c
when law entered

the Northern Indiana Normal School. This
condition remained widespread through the
end of the nineteenth century.
Near the end of the century a second wave
of proprietary law schools came along,
competing with the growing number of state
university law programs . Then also appeared legal education in the YMCA. During
that other undemothis period it seem
cratic forces were at wort, ,t his time to ~eep
blacks, Jews and immigrants out of the bar.
He traced the growth of standars of the
ABA and the AALS (founded in 1897 and
1905, respectively) which required a threeyear law school experience and of the
prerequisite of graduation from high school.
The early 20th century saw other changes
including an increase in the number of
lawyers and part-time law school, the latter
drawing the fire of both ABA and AALS.
By 1917 no state required attendance at
law school as a condition to taking the bar
exam or admission to practice. But the ABA
and AALS kept pushing and by the 1920's
effectively insinuated themselves into the
position of influence that they now have.contlnued on page 3

DTP Lecture:

Berner Discusse~

Ro.,.~rt

Docking Stevens

Over 100 people attendea a speeech given
by Professor Bruce G. Berner on the Ford
Pinto case, which was held on Friday,
October 19, in the courtroom: The speech
was sponsored bv DTP Legal Fraternity.
Professor Berner is one of two special
deputy prosecutors working with the Elkhart
County Prosecutor on the prosecution of the
Ford Motor Co. set for trial Jan. 7 in
Winamac. This case stems from the deaths
of three Goshen teenagers Aug. 10, 1978
when their Ford Pinto was struck from
behind, causing the ·gasoline tank to
explode.
Berner began his speech by expressing his
appreciation for the opportunity that Valparaiso Law School has given him in his
involvement in this case. Berner was also

careful ·to cite the assistance that he has
received from four third year law students.
They are,: Don Wray, Kathryn Schmidt,
Gene Schoon, and Don Seberger.
"What's unique here," Berner explained, ''is that this is the first criminal
case against an auto manufacturer for an
alleged model design defect. There have
heen cases of a design defect in civil courts
pertaining to the Pinto."
BeJ>ner continued, ''The second accident
theory law requires that the manufacturer
makes sure the injuries aren't advanced
because of the car's design."
Berner stated that among the defenses
used by Ford were Ex Post Facto, pre-emption and corporation liability. Berner said
that Ford ~~~ the greatest weight on the

pre-emption doctrine.
This doctrine provides that federal regulations already imposed on the auto industry
cannot be duplicated by the states. Berner
pointed out, however, that the court has
ruled that the law is clear enough to support
prosecution.
Herner explained that if ford is found
guilty of reckless homicide, the court could
fine the corporation $10,000 on each of three
counts in addition to a jail sentence. Since a
corporation cannot serve time, however,
there is a possibility that the fin~ could be
increased through application of the alternative sentence statute. Berner stated that
this statute allows the court to fine in excess
of the maximum penalty.
After the lecture, a reception was held.
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Editor's ote
known for his sincerity and honesty,
The Bodensteiner's Barristers softball
employed a stratagem of dubious integrity.
team provided clear and convinciag evidence
Here was the situation: Bruce "Crusader that "the race is not to the swift, nor the
battle to the strong, neither yet bread to the
for - justice - and - searcher - of - truth courageously - taking - on- the - big - bad · e, definitely not the softball game to the
corporation" Berner was coaching third
ompetent, ... but time and chance happen
base. "Florida" AI Meyer was batting with
to them all" as the faculty edged a triplet of
nobody out and Marcia "Mow-em-down"
tudent teams, 20-3, during the nine-inning
Gienapp on first Just as the pitcher was
acuity-student softball contest at the SBA
making his delivery, Berner shouted "Hey,
icnic at Andover Park in September.
AI I" Meyer turned to Berner and said
The old folks put together some sur"What?" The pitcher managed to halt his
risingly adequate talent for the skirmish.
course, everyone expected Bruce "Short delivery in mid-stride and held on to the ball,
narrowly a.¥0iding permanent back injury
op'' Berner to perform par excellence
and extensive groin muscle damage.
etween the foul stripes, but the victors
Berner immediately yelled "Balk!", and
osted a line-up of "sleepers" whose
after a brief conference with Short Hop the
thletic prowess could never in a million
umpire awarded Gienapp second base.
ears have been inferred from . . . well,
(From left field I couldn't see whether any
hatever.
cash exchanged hands, but I've heard that
Complementing Berner's exemplary defensive work at shortstop and an excellent sometimes ''the hand is quicker than the
performance at the plate (a single, two eye.") You are the judge. How would you
rule?
doubles, and a pair of triples), were
Hammerin' "Boog" Brietzke's three safeC'mon, Bruce, you know what the Official
ASA Softball Rules· state. If either the batter
ties, while coach Bodensteiner and Prof.
Doug Kmiec each contributed a four-bagger
or the umpire is not ready for the delivery,
the proper calJ is "no pitch". It's a dead ball
to the final tally. Matt "Mr. Decathlon"
Downs added little, if anything, significant and the runners do not advance. I'll admit I
haven't Shepardized this yet, but it always
to the outcome. (I'm not sure what else
used to be good law. Let's see you argue this
happened; the scorebook in front of me is
one. Pretend I'm a lawyer for Ford Motor
indecipherable to all but the most exCompany and respond, OK?
perienced cryptographer).
The game was put out of reach after three
And to the ump, one comment: You
innings, when the students' first contingent should have been there; you missed a heck
of a game.
of athletes was yanked just when the team,
although down by a 2-0 deficit, was
Anyway, to put it tritely, "a good time was
beginning to gel and stood on the brink of had by all." The students immediately dug
into the eats, and oxygen masks, nitromanhandling the faculty team. They were
replaced by a second squad whose extremely glycerin tablets and chiropractic services
porous defense was for the most part content were made available to the wianers after the
to ignore the ball when it was hit and game.
passively watch the merry-go-round of profs
Seriously, though, to the faculty: We, the
students attending the affair, saw one side of
circling the bases.
The Geritol Gang exploded for seven runs you which we had always suspected you
possessed--that of human vulnerability. We
in the fourth frame and added 11 more in the
honestly enjoyed the interaction, and we
sixth. After that student "audience" was
won't easily forget the unmasked emotion
pulled in the sixth inning, the third of the
and friendship you showed us. Thanks.
junior squads added two more tallies in the
Dean Ehren, we missed you. We know you
seventh on a two-run homer by John
Mayfield to pull within 17 runs. However,
would have had a good time, despite what
the profs still managed to hang on to eke out you may perhaps think to the contrary.
the 20-3 victory.
Why not come to the next one? You couldn't
The contest was marred in the second
help but love us.
inning when one of the profs, normally
--Buddy Balogh

Accessi le and Concerned
To those pen ons who have come to
Valparaiso from a large university, ..The
Dean~· was that black shrouded figure whose
barbed wire enclosed office and armed
guards dared any student to approach. He
was that half-man, half-god to whom one
only spoke with bowed head and bent knee.
However, Dean Charles Ehren dispels
that myth entirety. Not only does Dean
Ehren have a strong desire to be readilv
accessible to the students, but the only
disarming one can expect from his guard-his secretary, Ms. Rose Mary Muncie--is
with a smile, not with a sword.
Dean Ehren, a native of New York,
attended Columbia College and Columbia
Law School from which he received his J.D.
in 1956. A veteran of the Army, he has
practiced law at both the corporate and
private levels, but much of that practice has
been in the various legal aid services he has
either helped to establish or direct. Among
these was the first legal services corporation
in Westchester County, New York, and the
first national training program for legal
services lawyers at the Northwestern Uni·
versity School of Law in Chicago.
The l.Jean's professional interests include
energy, resources, ~nd environmental law,
and served as Executive Director for the
Special Environment of The Association of
the Bar of the City of New York.
Dean Ehren has also played a role in
founding the Pace School of Law in New
York, and has been affiliated with a number
of major universities.
Valparaiso University School of Law,
though, presented the Dean with his first
uninhibited deanship, and he looks at the
school as one which possesses marvelous
opportunities. Both the agreement on direction between administration, faculty, and
students, and the lack of any pedagogical
dogma allow the school the flexibility it
needs to experiment with new and better
teaching methods.
A primary example of this experimentation is the brand new Problems and
Perspectives course being taught to all first
year students. (See article on PPL in this
issue. --Ed.) Dean Ehren was very eager to
promote this new class, but concedes that its
addition to the curriculum could not have
been possible without the help and cooperation of the members of the .faculty.

etter to the Editor
We are now entering the third year that
Charles Ehren, Jr. ]las been Dean of our law
school. During that period there has been
considerable discussion as to his methods of
operation and especially as to his attaude
when dealing with students and faculty.
Now, I am ·not going to suggest that Charles
Ehren, Jr. has done nothing as Dean of this
school, but unfortunately, the accomplishments he has made have been marred by
the methods employed to achieve them and
by the "attitude" that radiates from the
Dean's office.
I understand that the Dean is concerned
with many matters of consequence. On the
other hand, any politician can tell you that
one does not ignore the "pork barrel"
legislation. One such pork barrel concern is
parking. Although this has also been a thorn
to previous deans, with the enrollment of 50
to 55 additional first year students the
parking is especially intolerable this year.
This may not be a matter of grave
consequence to the Dean because he does
not have to drive around in circles trying to
find a parking spot, nor does he receive
tickets for parking on the grass. This is,
however, a major concern of around 300 law
students who have to face this situation
everyday. "so park across the street," they
say. That lot is already overcrowded with
undergraduat~s from three buildings which
also require the use of that one small lot.
"So park by the Union and walk, that won't
hurt you.'' It wouldn't hurt you either, Dean,
but I don't see you doing it. When a student
has to lug around 30 pounds of books a walk
like that could really put one in a good mood.
Well, enough of that; nothing short of lot
expansion would be a rational solution, but
often the scholars are so intellectual that
common sense is too difficult to see.
When I first met Charles Ehren, Jr. back
in 1977, he impressed me with one
outstanding characteristic--he does not

listen. Numerous times at the Dean's Teas I
bad waiter? Does one return to a hotel that
approached him in order to have a conversagave him a hard time or treated him second
tion. Others that attended these affairs know
class? More importantly, does one recomthat besides his habit of always being quite
mend his children to attend such a place?
late, the attempt to have a conversation with
Think about it, Dean Ehren! When it comes
the Dean resulted in a monologue where a
time to support the school financially, are
student could barely get a word in edgewise.
only the "elite" going to be asked? The
It is all well and fine to try to be scholarly;
student that is not asked to ·a "private"
however, the position of Dean also requires
luncheon or the one you do not have time to
one to be able to deal with people and in this
see today is the alumnp;$1 that you will be
area Charles Ehren, Jr. could use a refresher
begging money from t m~rrow.
'
course. The Dean does not listen when there
In short, I feel the Dean should talk less,
have been complaints for years about the
listen more and either change his methods
IncoR\e Tax instruction. The Dean does not
and "elitist" attitude, or ~tep down for the
listen to the suggestions of the puppet
good of the law school.
student committees he sets up. Simply put,
Although many volunteered to sign this
the Dean just does not listen.
with me, one neck is enough. Since I feel
This editorial is not intended to say that
these things need to be brought out they
Charles Ehren, Jr. has done a bad job or
appear not signed anonymously, but,
good job while acting as Dean. It is intended
--V. Michael Dray~on
to say that no law school can funQ:ion
properly in an atmosphere where a good
portion of the faculty and a large majority of
the students do not care for a Dean's
methods or attitude. Such an atmosphere
EdJtor-ln-Chief
Buddy Balogh
alienates both the students (which means
Jess alumni support in the future) and the
Business Manager
Greg Rotter
faculty (which means great jokes in class,
but hardly represents a healthy working
Producdon Manager
Colleen Gunder
relationship).
AI Zimmerman
Layout Editor
It is ironic that the Dean spends so much
time trying to build alumni support when
Jim Nelson
Photographer
there are around 100 alumni that leave this
school each year. A good portion of those
Special Features
Judy Haller,
leaving alumni have the firm convictiQn of
Barb
Buchholtz
never giving one red cent to this school.
Dean Ehren has not learned that the place to
build alumni support is while they are still
students, not after they are graduated. This
The Forum Is published four tlmea 1
is unfortunate because this is our law
school, not the Dean's. We are the jlemester for the Valparal8o School of Law,
graduates of this institution and the name ~alpanlso Unlvenlty, Valparaiso, IDdlaDa
~.
our degrees bear will always '"e :v!th us.
Who wants to be a graduate "~ a defunct la~J
school? However, does or. leave a tip to a-

The course is a spinoff of tbe old legal
writing and civil procedure courses, but it
also contains elements such as legal interviewing which have never been taught at the
school before. It has been designed to stress
the more practical aspects of th~ legal
profession and as such represents a change
from the theory-related method of instruction.
Although further additions to the curriculum are planned, the Dean insists that
they will not be made at random, but will be
the result of good sense and very close
study.
The library must be enlarged to accommodate both a larger student population and
an ever-increasing number of books. Dean
Ehren has obtained the services of Alfred J.
Coco, past president of the Law Library
Association, as a consultant on the proposed
expansion. Mr. Coco, according to the Dean,
feels that the library's present collection of
approximately 70,000 volumes is for the
most part adequate. That is, the library does
not have many books that need ''weeding
out'', in that it consists mostly of solid basic
reference Dlaterials.
Mr. Coco turther believes that the space
available for library expansion in the south
wing of the law school will be sufficient, for
at least the next five years, without the need
to add onto the building itself.
However, additions to the library staff will
be necessary, beginning with the appointment of a senior law librarian. Further
additions may include a third assistant
librarian to aid the two acting assistants,
Matthew Downs and Amber Smith. Furthermore, more study space should be
available in about one month when additional tables and chairs, which have
already been ordered, are expected to
arrive.
With the library's expansion expected to
incorporate most of the south wing, the
questions arise: ''What will be done with the
faculty offices presently located there?",
and more importantly ''What will be done
about the faculty offices located ~ over .in
Lembke Hall?" This is perhaps the most
difficult question that will be facing the Dean
for some time to come. In ·his estimation, it
will be at least five years before any addition
can be made to Wesemann Hall, meaning
that during that time faculty offices will have
to be split between Lembke Hall and the Law
School building itself. Although this situation will cause a great inconvenience to both
faculty and students, it is virtually unavoidable.
Before any additions to the school can be
attempted, funding for those projects must
first be arranged. Negotiations with Valparaiso University to provide that funding are
already in progress and Dean Ehren is
planning to launch a major fund-raising
campaign as soon as he can get the
approbation of the University. That campaign, however, will be only the beginning
of the long process of adding more space to
the law school.
The attempt to increase the number of
faculty members and get their work loads
reduced has been more readily succes~ful,
though. In the past three years, the faculty
at the law school has increased from only 12
full-time professors to its present faculty of
eighteen members.
Dean Ehren expects to add at least two
more members to the faculty by next year in
an attempt to reach what he calls a ''critical
mass'', the minimum number of faculty
members necessary to properly run an
institution the size of Valparaiso Law School.
The Dean feels that between 20 and 25
full-time professors would allow the law
school to expand its curriculum without
putting a burdensome work load on its .
professors.
This was a problem the law school faced
only a few years ago when the average work
load of its professors was the fourth highest
of all accredited law schools in the United
States, and the highest of the country's
small law schools.
Although this work load has been reduced, Dean Ehren would like to see it
reduced even further. He holds a strong
belief that a law professor must have time to
work outside the classroom if he is to be truly
effective within it.
The Dean~ also trying to arrange-pay
increases for members of the faculty and an
increase in the number of faculty secretaries.
CONTINUED NEXT ISSUE
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.. , EVER.Y HONOR WENT YOUR
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CORA'JlM TION .1.'

The period from the '20's to the present
So much for teaching techniques, but what
day has brought more increased standards
of other ne~ ideas in the law? He noted that
set by the ABA and AALS in an effort to
''the frontier of legal scholarship during the
improve the quality of legal education and
1920's was at Columbia," and it moved to
therefore the bar. By 1950 three years of
the Johns Hopkins Institute (which soon
college became the norm and by the 1960's
folded) and to Yale. Realism had its day
there, but ''by the mid-twenties, while the
four years. The two-year law school grew to
three, and the bar was more "elite" with the
rhetoric was still shrill, the realism of
good and bad that that implies.
realism was thin." At Yale policy science
The second lecture dealt mainly with the
''provided a possible link between realism
,content of legal education. Coinciding with
and the process school of the sixties."
the opening of Valparaiso University School
Moving from the content of legal educaof Law (under its former name) were the
tion in the sixties to the "Roller Coaster
birth of Christopher Columbus Langdell's
Decade" Stevens, in his third lecture,
case method and the appointment of the first
analyzed the role of substance, style and
genuine academic lawyer (James Barr Ames
scholarship on the structure of legal educaat Harvard). Along with the case method
tion.
came the "scientific" approach to law as a
Of some significance too was the rise of
university subject. Langdell, Stevens said,
the number oflaw students in the 1960's and
saw his way not only as scientific but also as
1970's; enrollments doubled in size in a
"the practical way to legal competence."
decade. This he related to the heating up
Langdell's method spread widely throughout
andultimate evaporation of the radical
the American law schools but was not always
commitment of students and the public
word, particularly in the seventies, that the
accepted willingly. Many law teachers and
deans resisted it. However, appearance of
country had too many lawyers and the
the ''new orthodoxy'' was invariably linked
people had had enough of lawyers. The bar
with rising standards wherever it went, the
began to consider its publi~ image. The job
was largely left to the law schools who were
law reviews sang its praises. So did college
or university presidents, for it proved
not sure what to do with it. At this time
financially attractive as well. The AALS also
continuing legal education also began to
receive moral support from the bar and the
approved. By 1921 Valparaiso was using it as
well and the crowded band wagon rolled on.
bar began to consider specialization.
Stevens pointed out that the "HarvardizaFollowing Chief Justice Berg's criticism of
tion oflegal education" not only by diffusion
the quality of lawyers' performance, the
of the case method but also by virtually
Clare proposal and Rule 13 came on the
uniform acceptance of the Harvard curricuscene. The emphasis in law schools was once
lumby law schools (and by bar examiners as
again on clinical education, consistent with
a basis of constructing questions). "The
general student tendency toward the praclasti~g influence of the case method, he
tical rather than the academic side of law.
Also, Stevens outlined various proposals for
said, was to transfer the basis of American
legal education from substance to profreeing up the structure of legal education
cedure, and to make the focus of American
(including proposals for a two-year law
school model) which have been discussed for
scholarship--or at least legal theory--increasingly one of process rather than substance."
the last decade.
The seventies saw a growth in new,
The strict case method came under fire
from students at Harvard during Pound's
unaccredited law schools (mostly in Georgia
deanship. The widespread use of the case
and California and mostly proprietary),
method had in more recent times been
increased pressure on accreditation and
accused of creating weaknesses in legal
allegations of cultured bias in bar exams,
education. Was its tendency, Stevens asked,
while in the sixties and seventies there has
''to produce analytic giants and moral
been an increase of the percentages of
pygmies?"
minorities and women in law schools.
Affirmative action programs have worked
well.
Stevens outlined other recent developments in legal education:changes in curriculum, softening of the bite of the Socratic
method, attempts to make the second and
To our knowledge, Valparaiso is the first
The change in the first-year curriculum
third years of law school more meaningful.
law school to undertake a course of this
will obviously have an impact on the school
New essays at interdisciplinary studies have
nature. Since we must generate our own
as a whole, more significant than additional
been made, most successfully in the area of
teaching materials and make modifications
use of the library and space resources. Next
law and economics; and the process school of
of the course as it progresses, the first year
year, PPL participants will enroll in a
legal thought has been given a sense of
of the program may have rough edges.
three-credit Civil Procedure course which
intellectual rigor and purpose, he said.
However, with the continued support of the
will detail areas such as jurisdiction, venue,
He concluded with a reference to the
faculty and teaching assistants, with the
complex litigation, and res judicata. After
various foci pushing and pulling at legal
patience and enthusiasm of the first-year
the PPL course, students should have
education in 1979, saying:
participants, and with the support of the
increased enthusiasm for our clinical proIt Is In this context that Valparalso must look
upperclasses, we will succeed in changing
grams and for offerings in public law. Both
forward. The excellence of this Institution Is
of these areas of the curriculum may need
our curriculum to meet sound educational
well-known. Like all of us In the prtvat.i
and professional goals.
expansion to meet student demand.
sector of higher education, you wt8 not find
the yean ahead easy. Yet It is In relatively
small schools Uke this that the Important
breakthroughs come. This most Important
battles of legal scholarship have yet to be
fought. The final relationship between
conventional academic law and cUnlcal legal
education has yet to be forged. I would
serve to introduce the student to the trial
becaJ.Ise he wduld probably have to work
expect to see Valparalso In the forefront of
process.
without extra pay.
the redrawing of Unes between the practical
The student will in no way, however, be
Professor Martz, however, feels that the
and the academic--Indeed giving such llnes
limited to these types of cases. He can
extra work is worth the trouble, _not only for
meaning If they are to have values. I shall
instead expect as wide a variety of cases as
the student, but for the teacher as well. As
watch with Interest. • • .
possible. Recently, in fact, clinic students
he puts it, "It takes special kinds of interest
We were indeed fortunate to have such a
have been introduced to such cases as the
to do clinic work. A person must enjoy
learned and interesting speaker for our
Pinto case, under the direction of Professor
working with both students and clients. But
Centennial. His lectures will be published by
Bruce Berner, and cases in labor law, under
there is nothing more satisfying than to
the School of Law so that others may benefit
the direction of Professor Seymour
watch a student mature in legal skills before
from his scholarship.
Moskowitz. In both areas, students are
your eyes.'' Professor Martz added with
working closely with the professors and
great pride how, just a week before, he had
gaining a unique experience at the same
watched one of students struggle through a
time. Professor Martz would like to see more
particularly difficult cross examination of an
NOTICE
professors work with students in this way.
adverse witness. During a break in the
Furthermore, Professor Martz would desThe sittings for pictures for upcoming
proceedings, Professor Marb: talked with
perately like to have at least one more
the student and managed to calm him down
graduating (hopefully) students wt8 be held
professor join in the active supervision of the
on Wednesday, November 28, In the Old
enough to continue with the cross examinclinic's students.
Seminar Room.
ation. Before the student was finished, he
Presently, only one other faculty member
The times for the sittings wt8 run from
had managed to get the witness to contradict
besides Professor Martz supervises the
10:00 a. m. to 3:00 p. m.
himself on a number of points and change
twenty-six students in the clinic program.
his testimony until it was not nearly as
Students are requested to pay either in
That person is Professor Linda Long who,
damaging as it might have been. This
cash or by money order. Payment is due at
like Professor Martz, must also teach classes
happened in the space of only a few
the time of the sitting.
in addition to making regular court appearminutes: one can only wonder what a year of
Students having the color pictures taken
ances with the clinic students. Professor
this kind of experience and training could
have the option of selection of proofs;
Martz is looking for a faculty member with a
accomplish. In any case, the attorneys who
pictures taken at the sitting wt8 be final.
good academic background as well as . . . have argued against the students in court
Further Information wt8 be posted.
experience in the field of law 1\e or she would
almost unanimously agree that what the
be instructing. Thclt person would also
students lack in experience, they make up
have to be very dedicated to his students
for in preparation and just plain effort.

Valpo Pioneers 'Perspectives'
Videotaping interviews, learning the leg. islative process, writing opinion letters,
proposing agency regulations, drafting interrogatories--as upper-level students watch
their first-year colleagues in action, they
may well wonder what is happening. The
cause of all of this activity is Perspectives
and Problems in the Law (PPL), a five-creditper-semester course in the first-year curriculum.
Directed by Professor Bodensteiner, and
team-taught . by him and Professors Goodwin, Gienapp, and Downs, PPL is the result
of an ongoing study of the school's
curriculum. The faculty felt that in the past,
too little time was spent in the first year on
the public processes of law. Many lawyering
skills remained untaught to students not
entering the clinical program. Ethical and
sociological perspectives on the legal pro. ,fession and critique of the legal system wer_e
delayed until the second half of law school.
As a result, for at least three of their six
semesters here~ students got a partial and
sometimes lifeless view of the profession
and processes of law.
PPL is designed to achieve a number of
goals through traditional and innovative
teaching methods. Research and writing
continue to be emphasized in the course.
More and different forms of legal writing are
being done, although assignments are
generally shorter than those formerly required in Legal Problems. Civil Procedure is
taught, partly by having students use the
FRCP in simulated cases, drafting pleadings
and using the discovery tools. Introductions
to the legislative and administrative processes are included, with emphasis on the
interrelationship of the more public processes with the judicial process.
Lawyering skills beyond research and
writing will be explored. In this first year,
students will conduct interviews, draft
pleadings,A statutes, and regulations, negotiate a pre-trial order, and present oral
arguments at the trial and appellate levels.
Since the first day of school, ethical
questions have been discussed, and attention has been given to the role of the
attorney in the entire legal process.

Clinic Serves Students
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S~A Picnic Fea~es Food, Softball Tourney·
On september 29, the law school compraise goes to Prof. Berner and "Boog"
munity celebrated the driest month in
Brietzke.
Valparaiso history at the SBA picnic.
Every good picnic mixes food with the
With the contributing support from most
games and the estimated 280-300 guests
of the other law schOol clubs, Krodel's
feasted on a classic menu. With Mike
Kouncil provide4 students, faculty, adDrayton operating three grills, the crowd
ministration, and their families with a
wolfed down 100 wieners, 160 ''Draytonfun-filled ay at Bicentennial Park.
burgers", 30 pounds of chips, and 20 pounds
BALSA s volleyball set-up created enterof cole slaw.
tainme~t and thrills all afternoon. For future
The crowd chased this grub with 100 cans
reference: if you want to insure a victory in a
of soda pop, and one keg and several cases
volleyball game, just have Professor Stevenof brew. The major flaw in the planning of
son play for you and keep score. I guarantee
this picnic was the inadequate supply of soda
that you will score at least 18 points in a
pop. Hopefully this problem wilJ be solved
15-point game.
for the next party or picnic.
The tennis tournament was also a forum
Special acknowledgements go to WLSA
for s+'"<:' c-ompetition with Pepper Goad the
for picking up the burgers, chips, and hot
ev'
..mer.
~Rs, and to Jill and Mike
athletic highlight of the picnic
~a · g up the mess early
· • softball tournament. Bodenn).4g.
_.. ~ .Jarristers annihilated three diff~:{)
Ev~one enjoyed themselves bu
..;nt student teams by a final unofficial t~~bly no one more than Jon Dilts who spent
of 20-3. (Sic: The faculty only "annihilate ~
the better part of the afternoon on the
one of the student teams in the tourney. See A ayground.
~
petulant, whining article elsewhere in this · Y/1'
~- · /) I )
issue. --Ed.) Sterling performances were'
--Jeff Eggers
turned in by the entire faculty but special

-

CAPTIONS

1. Prof. Doug Kmelc gallops around the
keystone sack-as two members of the student
softball• squad walt for the ball from the
outfield.
2. "Doughboy" Mike Drayton &les up
some burgers and tube steaks for scores of
voracious students, facalty' and famlly
members.
3. Prof. Ivan Bodensteiner, who captained
the faculty softball team, makes contact with
the ball In the fourth Inning of the
Jlltndent-facoltv contest.

___

__..-

(from top to bottom)
4. First-year student Deb WUilamson
offers up a serve to ready (?) opponents
during volleyball action.
S. Acting Law Librarian Matt Downs (here
acdng as an athlete) ldlls a faculty rally with
a weak pop-up to the right side of the
Infield.
6. Student spectators enJoy the sunny
weather as DTP member Dave Braatz
Imbibes a refreshing brew after displaying
three Innings of Incompetence on the softball
diamond.
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A TURES FEA fDRES FEA TURESS

TAYLOR\ GROUP

• 'In this light aJJ narrative was sentimental.''
--Joan Didion, ''The White Album"
1.
Constant as towers (as an image, not a
thing), we have erected the signs of a major
project. Many representatives of the Old
News are wary; e. g., "We regret the
originals of Taylor's taste for truth and
nuance, wrinkles and pain. •• Mickey is
(:temporarily) half of a face in a black and
white photograph. She can take the criticism. She'~ the brains behind the Eight of
Diamonds.
It works. Writing from out of date
newspapers and a deck of cards.
The closeup works. Must we all be
political in spite of ourselves?
The insouciant, grinning closeup works.
Psychoanalysis however, is in Monaco in
search of skeletons;"Mickey Taylor is
backing the independent candidate. Could
you tell me please if the Eight of Diamonds
has any skeletons in her closet?''
The halfface is now seen threequarters.
Mickey in a cowboy hat. But you could tell
that from the last photo. What more does
this one have to offer? "Each photograph is
its own justification", says the Four of
Spades, a harmless fellow. He dropped out
of law school to become the gopher for
Taylor's group. But this is a truly exceptional photograph. It shows Mickey searching through the fragments of Heraclitus,
campaigning for rubies in Grand Rapids
alleys, groping for welfare.
1984 cannot be postponed.

2.
Who will be the villian? Not Tradition. Not
Heraclitus, the skinny Greek. He has a cold
from experiments with rivers;"having had to
wait until the resort season was over.'' The
primary mast, the sails of our favorite, need
not be impatient to march towards inclement
weather. There are quantities of time not yet
discovered. But we need a certain tension, a
design, in short, a plan. Not even symmetry
(a pair of matchless thighs, for example) will
insure our security. And Psychoanalysis is
too bald and too prone to stick his finger in
his eye to be top dog. Put a green fence
around him, and he shits all over the rug.
Someone else will have to be the villian.
On a blue piece of paper, Mickey draws a
white star. The Eight of Diamonds draws a
red star, superimposed off center on the
white star. "We should make copies of such
a democratic design," say I, the candidate's
janitor. •'I foresaw that this would happen
and invente·d ·a machine just for the
occasion," says. the Four of Spades, an
earnest fellow. He dropped out of law school
to become the chipmunk for Taylor's group.
The archives of our. movement begin with
this double star. The stars are empty of
intellectual content. This is our blessing
upon the inattentiveness of our readers,
upon the seriousness of our shark skin.
3.
''Sex change operations are theoretically
impossible," says Rsychoanalysis.
All right, I'm odd, but I'm not that odd.
Today was my day off, and I spent it
wat~hing television. Frightened, a fear like
hilarious and glue, by all the commercial
breaks. Scotch tape · and shadows explain
only so much.
I see the woman clearly in black and
white. ("Hair black as a crow." "I noticed
especially her white hands.") But I splinter

.
my perceptions and pass them out in the bar.
Everyone gets a fragment. Except perhaps
the woman. There is no connection between
this me and this woman. We have been
looking for it for hours. With clumsy words I
try to tell her about the campaign, all the
links in an (unforeseen) chain. "I can't talk
to you," I tell her, "for you, I can only unsay
things." (Do you believe that? I might be
transparent. You might be astute. Words
are, after all, clumsy, but humor can be
perversely refined; e.g., "I keep all my
mysteries in a brown paper bag, with an
empty beer bottle to keep them fresh.") My
reflection in the Tarot deck is the Knight of
Cups
''I know all about sex. I have on twelve
rubbers right now" says the Four of
Spades, a varnished fellow. He dropped out
of law school to become the prairie dog for
Taylor's group. "When," I reply, " a polyester vampire attacks, grab a hot iron and
hold it out in front of you." He can tell I'm
not myself and lets it c1rop.
All you have to pay is everything you

have. Otherwise it's a certain form of
quitting. Small sentences are (at least) sentences.

4.
I am sleeping away the pain. I am writing.
a letter to my grandfather (he of the firm and
exacting ,eye), to tell him I have perceived a
weman clearly in black and white. To tell
him I have performed all the magic I know to
conjure her again. And failed, at the magic
or patience. I have a caterpillar 'nside. It
eats everything in its path, a prodigy of
eating, and I begin to feel empty.
The old forms are abandoned. In spite of
themselves. I ask everyone I meet, "Is
consistency a virtue? Or is inconsistency a
virtue?" How charmingly I abdicate responsibility for all my actions. Would you
have me give up my illconceived questions
and learn how to make straw baskets or lace,
learn how to read the texture of visual
phenome&on (the thing itself, not its
image)? Plato turned his back on poetry, and
maybe God made a special hell just for him.
Just because we're his children, must we

follow him like shadows of sheep, like sheep
of shadows into the· cave? Heraclitus will
have to teach us how to swim.
The campaign unfolds according to its own
handsome, paranoid logic. Psychoanalysis
reaches into the shopping bag and pulls out
a skeleton machine; ''Mickey Taylor (the
adolescent as sage or cowgirl) is backing the
independent candidate." "Women don't
· like roses," says the Eight of Diamonds,
"it's only men who like roses. The same can
be said of pancakes and roller skates." But
the Four of Spades mayn't speak in part
fou~. Symmetry is, after all, a red herring. A
red herring is a black stetson.
Me, I'm-just Kent, the janitor. But don't
tell me anything you wouldn't want to see in
a thin book. Especially since I haven't been
sleeping well. Especially since I have
wagered my caterpillar on the outcome, and
I grow suspicious we will lose the campaign,
only to fmd there was no opposing candidate.
--David Westendorp

L-1 Student pushes FP&P Class
As a seasoned veteran of eight weeks in
the hallowed halls of Wesemann, I feel
qualified to comment upo'D. a serious flaw in
the first-year curriculum. The present
schedule of fifteen hours is just too light!
What first-year students need is another
two-hour course, to coordinate with the
five-hour Problems and Perspectives of the
Law class. The new cou_rse, Further Problems and Perplexities of the Law School,
would pick up where the present courses
leave off. Problems and Perplexities would
zephyr
At heart, you
prefer to be
the center of the whirl,
not the chasing wind
While I, steady breeze,
find many quarters from which to blow,
and many speeds-sometimes a gentle finger
lifting pages of even heavy books,
sometimes, determined as the gale,
filling sails and blowing languished ships
to unexpected course.

Whirl on, dear center,
plowing new the future's path.

get down to the real nttty-gritty of what it
takes to survive in law school. The assignments in the course will be designed
primarily for their relevance to the first-year
students. I have developed some tentative
projects to be included in Problems and
Perplexities.
In the first week, students would be
introduced to the Xerox machine through a
series of. lectures. Possible titles include:
"How to Roll Your Own Nickels", "Special
Features and How to Use Them", and "How
to Remain Calm When the Machine Rejects
Your Money and Runs Out of Paper at the
Same Time". The Xerox lectures will
culminate in a project known as the intra-law
school run-off, where the students make
copies of their own papers and run them
down to the TA office by 5:00 p. m. on
Friday. Students will be graded on their
copying finesse, staple placement and their ·
ability to remain calm, cool and collected ·
when they race into the TA office to place
their masterpiece on the appropriate shelf.
Interspersed with the major projects will
be a number of smaller exercises to help the
first years get a feel for the intricate
workings of _the law school. One of the
earliest assignments is to find the New
Seminar Room. Students are not to break
through the fire doors or to consult
upperclassmen. Points will be deducted for
panic and hysteria.
Further Problems and Perplexities will not
neglect the physical fitness of the students.
Some of the early class sessions will be
devoted to book balancing, arm and back
exercises (using the Federal Reporter
System, of course) and a particularly useful
lesson on how to avoid scraping one's
knuckles on the ground while carrying law
books.
With the high caliber of students in the
first year class, Problems and Perplexities

will only have to be a semester course. To
ease the burden that first-year students feel
around December, the final will be a simple
library exercise: gi~·-inR a second- or thirdyear student a tour of the library. Some
auxiliary objectives must be met during the
exercise. One of the most vital goals ~ for
the first-year student to devise a holding
pattern for students in order to cope with the
seating dilemma. Smuggling extra tables
and chairs into the library will be considered
a violation of the Honor Code.
There will also be many pitfalls to be
avoided while giving the tour. Perhaps the
greatest difficulty will be to guide one's
touree through the reading area in the new
addition. A lot of second- and third-year
students tend to get hung up there.
The grading on the Problems and Perplexities final will be very lenient. A grade of
S or U will be given, depending on whethethe student ever emerges from the library. A
bonus prize will be awarded to those
students who manage to bring their touree
out of the library with them. The top ten
students (determined by the speed at which
they conduct their tours) will be given a copy
of the soundtrack to The Paper Ch~ and
will be allowed to teach the class the
following year.
Problems and Perplexities will be the coup
de gras in the first-year studenfs life. (Coup
de gras is French for ''the straw that broke
the 1-L'"s back"). I guarantee that first-year
students will gain a sense of self-confidence
and well-being. Aside from being relevant,
F. P. & P. will keep first-year students off
the streets and in the stacks. Brochures
could be mailed to prospective students
entitled "Come to Valpo and Wallow in the
Wisdom of Wesemann Hall''. The potential
benefits of Further Problems and Perplexities are endless ....
--Deb Wildhage

Soon I will match you, strength for blast,
Two sure and lasting catalystS
One wind at last.
--Greypebble

LEGALESE
Arrange the bracketed letters to find .t he
secret word.

Rearrange the following letters to make a
wMd with legal significance.
EVRUENT

( - ) - : - - - - - - (-)

Secret word clue: A mean, tough guy.
AUDARING

(-)

- -

(-)

----

Answers will be published in the next issue.

RERATCHCA _ _ (-) _ (-) _ _ _ _
TICED

Taco's Our Specialty
Mondays

Wednesdays

Thursdays

-Taco Day-

-Beer Day-

-Student Day-

(-)----

--by eggers

10 PERCENT OFF
ALL THE TACOS

BUY ONE PITt.;HER,

THAT YOU CAN EAT
ONLY $3.50

GET ONE FREE

ON FOOD
UPON PRESENTATION
OF CURRENT I.D.

Beer and wine prices reduced after 8:00 p. m.
Located on 49 across from fairgrounds
BEER AND WINE SERVED ON SUNDAYS

Wblle SuppHes Last
Miller, 6 pack
Old Style, 12 pack

$1.87
$3.39

Pepsi, 3 Hter

S1.99

OPEN MON. THRU THURS. 8A.M.-11P.M.
FRI. & SAT. 8A.M.-MIDNIGHT
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ROTTER'S ROOST
Final Standings
and Points

B.A.R.D.
School Standings

'A' League Football
PLACE

Volleyball

Theta Chi
BARD
Phi Psi
Phi Delts
Sig Eps
RTA
Black Caucus
Sig Pi

23-4
19-8
19-8
18-9
18-9
16-11
8-19
S-22
3-24
0-27

RTA
BARD
SPOS
Eng. Faculty
Derelicts
16-Inch
Pylos
Sig Ep II
Lambda Chi II
DTP II

SOCCER, Anyone?

POINTS
7SO
S50
400
300
250
100
0
0

'B' League Football
PLACE
Pika
Lambda CtJi
2-L
/
DTP :TKE
SWAT
Phi Sig

Team Golf
DTP
BARD
Phi Sig

SPO~

POINTS
600
4SO
400
2SO
1SO

so
so
so

VOLLEYBALL,
PLACE

a Net Gain

DTP
Sig Ep
Dau 3-N
Pika
Phi Delt
Wrestlers
RTA
BARD
Theta Chi
Phi Ps{?G

~
~'n
~£

~
"(
hhJ \t

~baiJ..-llas

325
27S
225
17S
100
SC'
2S
10
10 ~

0

-l-*

,t.. ... hS·i )1Z

Team Tennis

SigEp~
-

M

Sig Ta --;J"' ---o
8-4 \::;,/
BARD
6-3
~<;\
DTP
6-6
>(
Phi Sig
1-8
Lambda Chi _...:l~.--- n..,~

RTA
Sig Tau
Dau 2-N
16-Inch
BARD
Dau 1-S

ended its regular
season sc~ 'and finds BARD in a
surprising second-place tie.
However, it should have been expected as
this season's team features two 6'4"
playt-rs, a definite improvement over last
year's tall men being 6'0".
The record of 19 wins against eight losses
earns the V-bailers a placement in postseason tourney play. They will be squaring
off against Dau 2-S who finished with a 16-11
mark in the residence league.
Should they survive that first round they
will play the Phi Delts, a team which lost
only- three games all season and posts the
best record in either league.
Team members include such veteran
talent as Rapid Robert Palmer, Ted
"Hammer" Ummel, Leapin' Lee Smier-rr..:J totnu, and Greg "Hot" Rotter. Newcomers
Jeff "The Stretch" Gaylen, Jim "Hot
Hands" Hodson, and James "Dashing"
Dungy, and second-year student Dave
"Krash" Kolbe round out the team.
Tournament play gives the spikers an
opportunity to gain additional points for
"Beyond a Reasonable Doubt" toward the
coveted Valparaiso University "All-Sports
Trophy''.
The tourney is a single elimination bout
with the first round set to begin for BARD on
October 30 at 8:00 p. m. Good luck,
gentlemen.

*

RESUMES
INVITATIONS " ~
PERSONAL STATIONERY
/
Phone 462-2665

Finish Fourth Overall
A new team arrived on the scene this year
to represent the law school in the intramural
football league. The name of the team was
2-L, and in its first year of existence the
squad fought its way into the playoffs before
being stopped by Theta Chi 12-6.
Before meeting Theta Chi, 2-L faced Dau
South in the fll'st round of the playoffs. The
result was a 34-0 romp as Tom Storm paced a
rejuvenated offense by passing -for five
touchdowns.
On the receiving end of two of those
aerials was Nelson Chipman, while Mike
Langer also flagged down two Storm passes
in the end zone.
The defense, which had carried the team
through the f'll'st half of the season, recorded
another shutout and also contributed two
points to the final tally by forcing a safety.
In the second round of the playoffs,
however, 2-L's fortunes were to take a turn
for the worse as they ran straight into the
team that was eventually to win the league
championship.
Theta Chi began the game by scoring a
quick touchdown on a quarterback roll that
caught 2-L's defense drawing up to stop the
run. This was followed by a one-point
conversion on a quick look-in; Theta Chi - 7,
2-L- 0.
The ·2-L offensive unit then came out to
test the Theta Chi defenses, but they proved
to be too formidable for Storm and company
for most of the afternoon.
Midway through the fll'st half, however,
with Thet- Chi driving lhet..ackf'r Jim
Hudson picked off \ a Theta Chi pass and
returned it all the way for the TD; Theta Chi
- 7, 2-L- 6.
This was to be all, the scoring for the 2-L
unit, though, as Theta Chi added six points
in the second half to preserve the victory.
Two-L did threaten late in the game, but
on fourth and long .;;torm's pass chased wide
receiver Mike Langer just out of the endzone
to end the threat and 2-L's season.

The season featured a number of promotions, in an attempt to make 2-L a household
name. Among the promotions featured
during the season were: picture day, fan
appreciation day and ·of course a homecoming. The promotions, the brainchild of
defensive cornerback Doug Bobillo, were for
the most part successful, except for picture
day which was marred by center Jeff Eggers
running over one of the photo buffs.

The BARD football squad er.ded a fine
season two weeks ago with a heartbreaking
loss to Theta Chi, 7-6, ;., the intramural
touch football champion.~ .up contest.
The runner-up team, quarterbacked by
third-year student Jay Pohlman, started the
scoring in the second half with a pass to Ed
Diersen flying a straight pattern down the
de of the field. Th~ aerial conn~c!ed on
0-yard-line and Dtersen took tt tn the
e of the way.
Theta Chi came back two plays later,
though, with a TD and then converted the
extra point to take the lead. Although BARD
posed a substantial threat in the ~al . few
minutes of the game, Theta Cht gamed
possession for the final minute to run the
clock out.
BARD manhandled the Dau residence
team 34-0 in the first round of tournament
action.
The law school squad then edged out the
Phi Psis, who handed BARD its only loss
during the season, 6-0, and blanked the
Pikes 9-0 to reach the final game.
BARD posted a 4-1-2 mark during regular
season play to capture second berth in the
Frat A League.

GOAD AGAIN

Saturday the 29th of September saw law
school tennis action at Andover Park.
"Singles" was the name of the game as lS
athletes participated in the a.nnual single
elimination shootout.
The faculty representatives, AI Meyer and
Bruce Van Huekelem, made appearances
but fell by the wayside in early rounds.
Play was set to begin at !O:OOa.m. and by
3:00 in the afternoon four players remained.
Pepper Goad beat David Kolbe by a i0-0
score to reach that spot and he faced Rich
Cagen, who came off a win over Cliff
Johnson by a score of 10-3.
Ivan
Bodensteiner
defeated
Mark
Fraundoder for his spot in the quarter finals
and he battled Mark Smith, who beat
"Florida" Meyer, 10-1.
Goad and Smith squared off for the final
match after beating their respective opponents 10-0 and 10-7. The champicnship was
regular set play, best two-of-three. Goad
defeated Smith 6-3, 6-3 to take the crown.

TEAM GOLF
The boys with the sticks edged their way
up in the standings by posting a 5-1 record
with two matches yet to be played. Play is by
a team of three each playing a paricular
opponent (as in tennis). The team gains a
win or loss based on the perfot;mance of each
team member.
Against DTP the team was oetween Irvin
Sonne and Brad Hartmann who had finished
second and first respectively on the one day
medal play. Sonne placed behind Hartmann again to sustain BARD's only loss that
day, losing 39-41. Paul Sauerteig and Greg
Rotter fared better posting wins of 46-49 and
Sl-S6.
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GO TO
Glendale at N. Calumet Avenue

Due to lack of interest the BARD soccer
team eliminated itself.
However, before self-destruction the team
gained o~e win through forfeiture.
The one win netted 100 All-Sports Trophy
points. A value in apathy? Only at Valparaiso!
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a business dedicated to Christian principles
where shopping is a real pleasure

